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Indoor air is subject to emissions of chemicals from numerous sources. Many of these emissions contain volatile organic compounds (VOCs), which react to form a wide range of secondary products, some with adverse health effects. However, at present we lack a robust, standardised approach to rank the potential for different VOCs to cause harm, which prevents effective action to improve indoor air quality and reduce impacts on human health. This paper uses a detailed chemical model to quantify the impact of 63 VOCs on indoor air quality. We define a novel method for ranking the VOCs in terms of potentially harmful product formation through a new metric, the Secondary Product Creation Potential (SPCP). We established SPCPs for a range of ventilation rates, different proportions of transmitted outdoor light, as well as for varying outdoor concentrations of ozone and nitrogen oxides. The species having the largest SPCPs are the alkenes, terpenes and aromatic VOCs. trans-2-Butene has the largest individual SPCP owing to the ratio of its rate coefficient for reaction with the hydroxy radical relative to ozone. Increasing the proportion of outdoor transmitted light increased most SPCPs markedly. This is because oxidant levels increased under these conditions and promoted more chemical processing, suggesting that there may be more harmful products closer to a window than further from the attenuated outdoor light. The SPCP is the first metric for assessing the impact of different VOCs on human health and will be an essential tool for guiding the composition of products commonly used indoors.

Environmental significance

Indoor environments are subject to numerous chemical emissions, both direct and following chemical reactions. Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are a common component in many products used indoors (e.g. cleaning fluids) and their reactions can lead to products that are harmful to health. However, the ability for an individual VOC to form such products depends on its reactivity. For the first time, this paper presents a robust, modelling-based methodology for ranking VOCs according to their ability to form potentially harmful products, for a range of typical indoor conditions. The ranking shows that double-bonded and aromatic VOCs are most efficient at forming potentially harmful products, particularly as indoor light levels increase. This ranking system can inform future design of product formulations used indoors.

Introduction

Over recent decades, the quality of the air inside the buildings that we live, work and play in, has become increasingly important. Compared to previous generations, we spend much more of our time indoors, we live and work in buildings that are typically more airtight owing to energy efficiency measures and use chemicals indoors in far greater quantities, for a range of activities such as cleaning, cooking and air freshener use.

Volatile organic compounds (VOCs) are ubiquitous in many of the products we use indoors, particularly cleaning products and fragrances. Furthermore, when we use products that contain VOCs indoors, they can undergo a series of oxidation reactions to produce a further swathe of secondary products. These products can then undergo further chemical reactions, as well as interact with surfaces, or be removed through exchange with outdoors. In fact, the use of personal care products indoors has recently been identified as a significant source of VOCs outdoors in urban areas.

The degradation pathways for VOCs become increasingly complex as the VOC increases in size. For instance, using chemical mechanistic information from the Master Chemical Mechanism (see the website http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCM), the degradation of methane (CH₄) from its preliminary oxidation in the atmosphere to the formation of oxidation end-products carbon dioxide and water, can be represented by 23 reactions and 17 species. For the next simplest alkane ethane (C₂H₆), we
need 46 species in 120 reactions. However, by the time we approach the degradation of limonene (C\textsubscript{10}H\textsubscript{16}), 713 species in 1241 reactions are needed to represent the degradation to the final products. Limonene is one of many of the fragrant terpenoid species that are ubiquitous indoors\textsuperscript{1,2} and its oxidation produces a range of polyfunctional species including alcohol, carboxylic acid, and benzaldehyde groups, with each individual oxidation product containing 3–4 functional groups on average.\textsuperscript{6} Fig. 1 shows a representation of the degradation scheme of 1-butene, an alkene containing four carbon atoms. Clearly, even for this relatively simple species, the complexity is clear if all potential reaction pathways are considered.

One of the main concerns with the vast number of reactions that can occur indoors following VOC release is the potential for forming harmful secondary products through oxidation.\textsuperscript{7-11} Some of the secondary products from indoor chemistry have well known adverse health effects such as formaldehyde, a known carcinogen.\textsuperscript{12} Its formation indoors has been documented following the use of limonene containing cleaners.\textsuperscript{13} However, for many of the secondary products formed indoors, there is very little information about their typical indoor concentrations and at what concentration they become a cause for concern.

One method that has been used to rank the potential for VOCs to form secondary pollutants (ozone in this case) outdoors is Photochemical Ozone Creation Potentials, or POCPs.\textsuperscript{14} A photochemical trajectory model for the ambient atmosphere was used to investigate the impact of increasing the concentration of one VOC concentration at a time. The change in ozone (O\textsubscript{3}) concentration formed through the resulting chemistry was then used to rank each VOC relative to the increase from addition of ethene. The resulting POCP values provide a ranking of the relative reactivity of the VOCs and their propensity to form ozone. The Maximum Incremental Reactivity (MIR) scale\textsuperscript{15} is an alternative method for investigating the chemical impact of different VOCs in the atmosphere.

However, the POCP ranking is not a health metric, nor is it suitable for use indoors. The reactivity of the VOCs outdoors is largely driven by photolysis, a process which is much less...
The INdoor Detailed Chemical Model (INDCM) has been described in detail before.\textsuperscript{17–19} Briefly, the chemical mechanism in the INDCM is based on the Master Chemical Mechanism (version 3.2) and considers the near-explicit chemical degradation of \(~\sim 140\) VOCs.\textsuperscript{20–22} Each VOC undergoes oxidation with the OH (hydroxyl) radical, the NO\textsubscript{3} (nitrate radical), O\textsubscript{3} and photolysis where relevant, to form a range of radical species (such as peroxy and oxy radicals) as well as more stable intermediates (aldehydes, ketones \textit{etc.}). These products then undergo further reactions until they form the final oxidation products of carbon dioxide and water.

As well as the chemical mechanism, the model contains terms for exchange with outdoors, deposition, photolysis, internal emissions and gas-to-particle partitioning. In total, the model contains around \(~\sim 20\) 000 reactions and 5000 species. The model environment is assumed to be well mixed and can be initialised to be a house, office, bedroom, classroom \textit{etc.} as required. External pollutant concentrations and internal emissions can also be varied. The focus is on the chemical detail and the insight that the mechanism provides into the indoor air chemistry.

For this work, the INDCM model has been initialised to represent a typical residence in a polluted European city during a typical summer as described in detail elsewhere.\textsuperscript{18} The mixing ratios of O\textsubscript{3}, nitrogen dioxide (NO\textsubscript{2}) and nitric oxide (NO) outdoors were 49, 19 and 16 ppb respectively from 09:00–17:00 h based on measurements from Milan in August 2009. These led to indoor modelled values of \(~\sim 8\), 8 and 2 ppb respectively. There were no indoor emissions of VOCs, but VOC mixing ratios outdoors were typical for a polluted urban area.\textsuperscript{21} In the absence of indoor sources, indoor VOC mixing ratios were determined by the outdoor values and the air exchange rate (AER), which was set to 0.76 h\textsuperscript{-1} for the standard scenario.\textsuperscript{17,24} It was assumed that there were indoor lights, as well as attenuated outdoor light, with 3% of ultraviolet (UV) and 10% of visible light from outdoors assumed to be transmitted through windows.\textsuperscript{7} We assumed an indoor temperature of 300 K and relative humidity of 45%. The model was run for three days to ensure steady-state conditions and results are reported for day 3.

### Experimental

#### a. Model

A range of VOCs was chosen based on the reported key components of cleaning products and air fresheners,\textsuperscript{3} measurements from three studies from Canadian residences between 2009–2013 (ref. 25–27) and from 600 homes in Japan from 2011–2014.\textsuperscript{28} This identified 53 VOC species. Two older articles identified a further 6 species that could be present indoors\textsuperscript{29,30} and three species were included as potential degradation products from VOCs already in the mechanism: 1-butyne (from hexanal), methacrolein (MACR from isoprene) and 4-hydroxy-4-methylpentan-2-one (MIBKAOH from methylisobutylketone, MIBK). Finally, MBO (2-methyl-2-buten-2-ol) was included for interest given it is derived from biogenic processes\textsuperscript{31} like many of the terpene species in cleaning products. This process identified 63 unique species. The mixing ratio of one VOC at a time was then set to 10 ppb for the entirety of a model run.

We then explored the change in concentration of the following species between 08:00–18:00 h relative to a run with no VOCs added indoors (the baseline for each set of conditions): hydroxyl (OH), hydroperoxy (HO\textsubscript{2}) and organic peroxy (RO\textsubscript{2}) radicals, the sum of organic nitrates (\sim 375) and the sum of all PAN (peroxyacetyl nitrate) species (\sim 280), formaldehyde (HCHO), ozone, glyoxal and acetaldehyde. The changes in radical species for each VOC were explored to provide insight into the chemistry, which is presented in the next section. However, the other species were used to define a new VOC ranking mechanism for indoors, a Secondary Product Creation Potential (SPCP). The SPCP is assumed to be the sum of a range of products that are considered potentially harmful and is in units of the secondary products produced in ppb, per ppb of VOC added:

\[
\text{SPCP} = \sum (\text{organic nitrates + PANs + HCHO + O}_3
\text{ + glyoxal + acetaldehyde} )/\beta
\]

where \(\beta\) is the mixing ratio of VOC (in ppb) added. The health impacts of formaldehyde were mentioned briefly in the introduction. The most obvious cause for concern amongst its known harmful effects is its carcinogenicity. A review of the evidence base for known health effects concluded that the World Health Organisation guideline of 0.1 mg m\textsuperscript{-3} (\sim 80 ppb) to not be exceeded for any 30 minute period of the day is sufficiently protective.\textsuperscript{12} Other carbonyls have potential mutagenic and/or carcinogenic effects.\textsuperscript{22} Glyoxal has been shown to be mutagenic in bacteria and mammalian cells, to be a potent allergen and has also been shown to cause damage to DNA in rat stomach and liver,\textsuperscript{33} whilst acetaldehyde is a suspected human carcinogen.\textsuperscript{32}

Ozone has a range of mainly respiratory and cardiovascular health effects.\textsuperscript{34} Although the health effects of this pollutant are well documented outdoors,\textsuperscript{24} ozone is deposited rapidly to indoor surfaces and typically exists at only 20–70% of outdoor concentrations indoors in the absence of an indoor source such as a photocopier or laser printer.\textsuperscript{16} There are also numerous health effects associated with exposure to PAN type species,
given they behave as mutagens, phytotoxins and lachrymators.\textsuperscript{35} Finally, deposition of organic nitrates into the lung lining fluid may produce nitric acid following hydrolysis, leading to reductions in pulmonary function.\textsuperscript{36}

For the model runs described here, the sum of the mixing ratios of the secondary products is divided by 10 ($\beta = 10$ as we added 10 ppb of each VOC for the model runs), so that the SPCP is a measure of the mixing ratio in ppb of ‘potentially harmful secondary products (SP)’ formed per ppb of VOC added to an indoor environment (or ppb SP/ppb VOC). The SPCP will of course under-estimate the total mixing ratios of potentially harmful products indoors as it only considers a few representative compounds. For instance, the formation of particles through some of these species is not considered in the SPCP at the moment. The INDCM only considers particle formation for terpenes at present and not the other chemical classes, so particles have been omitted from the SPCP. There are also other products formed through limonene oxidation chemistry that have known health effects such as 4-oxopentanal (4-OPA) and limonaldehyde.\textsuperscript{37} However, these species are unlikely to attain mixing ratios indoors under typical conditions that impact on health. Another limitation is that owing to the absence of specific health data for many of the species included in the SPCP calculation, they are given parity in the calculation in terms of health effects. In other words, 1 ppb of any of these species is assumed to have the same health effect as 1 ppb of any of the others.

However, the SPCP considers a range of secondary pollutants from different chemical classes and will provide an indicative picture of which species have the biggest impact on the ongoing gas-phase chemistry and consequent formation of secondary pollutants. If future information becomes available on more specific health effects, or mechanism development leads to the consideration of new chemical pathways/species within VOC degradation mechanisms (e.g. particle formation for other VOCs), it would be trivial to add more species to the SPCP definition, or to weight species according to their toxicity.

c. Sensitivity studies

To test the impact of different indoor conditions on the calculated SPCP values, the model runs were repeated with: a higher (2 h\textsuperscript{1}) and lower (0.2 h\textsuperscript{1}) AER; a higher (25% of the UV and 75% of the visible light) and lower (1% of the UV and 3% of the visible light) transmission of outdoor light; halved outdoor ozone and nitrogen oxide mixing ratios to simulate a cleaner outdoor environment; doubled mixing ratios for NO outdoors to represent more polluted conditions, but also to provide a different NO : NO\textsubscript{2} ratio. Outdoor VOC mixing ratios were left unaltered for all model runs. These additional runs were carried out for a subset of 14 of the original 63 VOCs: the top 8 from the original run, plus 6 additional species to represent different chemical classes and behaviours.

Results and discussion

a. Impacts on indoor air chemistry

Fig. 2 shows the resulting mixing ratios of formaldehyde, ozone, nitric oxide, the sum of $\mathrm{HO_2 + RO_2}$ radicals, total organic

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig2.png}
\caption{Changes in mixing ratio for HCHO (ppb), $\sum \mathrm{HO_2 + RO_2}$ (ppt), NO (ppb), O\textsubscript{3} (ppb), $\sum \\mathrm{organic nitrate species}$ (ppt) and $\sum \\mathrm{PAN}$ species (ppt) and concentration of OH (molecule per cm\textsuperscript{3}), with the addition of 10 ppb of different VOCs in turn. The molecules are colour coded according to functionality (see legend) and the standard run (with no VOCs added indoors) is shown in red.}
\end{figure}
nitrates, total PANs and the concentration of OH radicals, when 10 ppb of each of the VOCs is independently added to the model run. The run with no VOCs indoors ('standard scenario') shown for comparison. For many of the VOCs, the basic pattern is the same. Addition of VOCs to the system generally causes an increase in ozone, radical, formaldehyde, organic nitrate and PAN mixing ratios and a decrease in NO mixing ratios. The biggest deviations from the baseline scenario are seen for the terpenes, alkenes and aromatic species. Note that aldehydes tend to remove OH radicals from the system relative to the baseline scenario.

As VOCs are added to the system, they can react with OH and if they have a double bond, also with O₃ to form radicals. The impact on the chemistry depends on the relative rates of reaction for each VOC with O₃ and OH, as well as the efficiency of OH radical formation through ozonolysis of the VOC (blue arrow in Fig. 3) versus removal of the VOC by OH (red arrow in Fig. 3). It should be noted that ozonolysis of VOCs also produces HO₂ and RO₂ radicals, as well as OH radicals. Given the rapid cycling between these radicals (Fig. 3), even indoors, the formation of HO₂ and RO₂ radicals in this manner means that OH is produced indirectly as well as directly. The peroxy radicals then react with NO to form NO₂. The NO₂ can be photolysed to form NO and O atoms, the latter of which react with O₂ molecules to form O₃. So, in an analogous process to outdoors, adding VOCs can make O₃ indoors, albeit at a reduced, but still appreciable rate. The NO is suppressed by additional VOCs, as it reacts with the enhanced number of peroxy radicals present (Fig. 3).

trans-2-Butene has a marked effect on the indoor chemistry when added to the indoor environment, especially in terms of OH formation. Table 1 shows reaction rate and radical formation information for trans-2-butene, along with three other butenes and limonene for comparison. The rate coefficient for reaction with ozone is similar for limonene and trans-2-butene, but the rate coefficient for reaction with OH is approximately twice as fast for limonene as for trans-2-butene. When it comes to radical yields through reaction with ozone, trans-2-butene is much more efficient at producing radicals than limonene. trans-2-Butene is clearly more efficient at producing OH than limonene through ozonolysis and gets destroyed less quickly through reaction with OH. Therefore, adding trans-2-butene to the indoor environment compared to limonene means that radical production is more efficient overall than adding limonene.

The aromatic species do not react with O₂ as the alkenes and terpenes do, but they are very efficient at making radicals (both RO₂ and HO₂) following fast reaction with OH (e.g. 3.3 × 10⁻¹¹ cm³ per molecule per s for 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene). The peroxy radicals are recycled to OH as shown in Fig. 3. Addition of aldehydes generally removes radicals from the indoor environment. This is because reaction of aldehydes with OH leads to the formation of acetyl peroxy radicals which then go on to form PAN species, e.g. for acetaldehyde:

\[
\text{OH} + \text{CH}_3\text{CHO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (R1)
\]

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OO} + \text{NO}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OONO}_2 \quad (R2)
\]

The radicals (and NO₂) become locked up in the PAN species and so the feedback loop shown in Fig. 3 does not occur.

b. SPCP values

Fig. 4 shows the SPCP values for all 63 VOC species that were tested in the model. The chemical classes that displayed the highest reactivity, as described in the last few paragraphs, have the highest SPCP values, notably the terpenes, alkenes and aromatics. The SPCP values for the aldehyde species are slightly lower in magnitude than the terpenes, alkenes and aromatics but still higher than the alcohols. The aromatic species do not react with O₃ as the alkenes and terpenes do, but they are very efficient at making radicals (both RO₂ and HO₂) following fast reaction with OH (e.g. 3.3 × 10⁻¹¹ cm³ per molecule per s for 1,2,3-trimethylbenzene). The peroxy radicals are recycled to OH as shown in Fig. 3. Addition of aldehydes generally removes radicals from the indoor environment. This is because reaction of aldehydes with OH leads to the formation of acetyl peroxy radicals which then go on to form PAN species, e.g. for acetaldehyde:

\[
\text{OH} + \text{CH}_3\text{CHO} \rightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OO} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \quad (R1)
\]

\[
\text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OO} + \text{NO}_2 \leftrightarrow \text{CH}_3\text{C}(\text{O})\text{OONO}_2 \quad (R2)
\]

The radicals (and NO₂) become locked up in the PAN species and so the feedback loop shown in Fig. 3 does not occur.
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**Fig. 3** A simplified overview of radical production and loss when carbon–carbon double-bonded VOCs react with OH and O₃.
impact on health. Clearly, the ranking of the VOCs will depend on the VOC mixing ratios that exist in a particular environment and these will vary from building to building owing to the ubiquity of sources of these species indoors. Note that although the butenes have high SPCPs, their indoor mixing ratios are such that they become less important in terms of ranking for potentially harmful impacts (cf. Fig. 4 vs. Fig. 5). The butenes are ubiquitous outdoors in urban areas and will

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOC</th>
<th>Rate coefficients(^a) ((\text{cm}^3/\text{per molecule per s}))</th>
<th>Yields following reaction with (O_3)^(a)</th>
<th>Radical production: loss ratio (\times 10^6)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(\text{VOC + OH})</td>
<td>(\text{VOC + O}_3)</td>
<td>(\text{OH})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylpropene</td>
<td>(5.12 \times 10^{-11})</td>
<td>(1.14 \times 10^{-17})</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1-Butene</td>
<td>(3.14 \times 10^{-11})</td>
<td>(1.02 \times 10^{-17})</td>
<td>0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-2-Butene</td>
<td>(6.40 \times 10^{-11})</td>
<td>(1.90 \times 10^{-16})</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>trans-2-Butene</td>
<td>(5.64 \times 10^{-11})</td>
<td>(1.25 \times 10^{-16})</td>
<td>0.57</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limonene</td>
<td>(1.64 \times 10^{-10})</td>
<td>(2.13 \times 10^{-16})</td>
<td>0.865</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^a\) Yields and rate coefficients taken from MCM v3.2 (http://mcm.leeds.ac.uk/MCMv3.2/). \(^b\) \(k(VOC + O_3)/\text{yield}/(k(VOC + OH))\).
ingress indoors through air exchange. Also, 1-butene is formed through photolysis of hexanal, the latter having numerous sources indoors, particularly following surface chemistry.\textsuperscript{19}

c. Sensitivity runs

To test the impact of different indoor conditions on the calculated SPCP values, a range of sensitivity runs were carried out (Table 2). For the low AER case, most of the SPCPs are lower than the standard scenario. Indoor O$_3$ under these conditions is reduced from 7.9 ppb to 2.7 ppb over the study period and this reduction affects the ability of VOCs that react with O$_3$ to impact the chemistry summarised in Fig. 3. Consequently, the OH concentration and the mixing ratios of the secondary pollutants in the SPCP calculation are also suppressed. For the high AER case, the O$_3$ mixing ratio increases to 15 ppb and the SPCPs for most of the VOCs increase as secondary chemistry is enhanced.

When the transmission of light from outdoors is increased the SPCPs also increase (and generally decrease when outdoor transmission is decreased) showing that photolysis reactions play an important role in chemical processing, even indoors. NO$_2$ mixing ratios are lower than the standard model run (Table 2), showing that under these conditions it is photolysed at a faster rate, which helps to enhance O$_3$ as discussed above.

The SPCPs of the butene species show a pronounced increase under these conditions. When comparing the behaviour of limonene and \textit{trans}-2-butene, it is interesting to note that they both form about the same amount of ozone ($\sim$0.5 ppb/ppb VOC) relative to when no indoor VOCs are added for these conditions. Limonene produces around 0.13 ppb HCHO/ppb VOC, whilst \textit{trans}-2-butene produces only 0.08 ppb HCHO/ppb VOC. However, the biggest difference is that the \textit{trans}-2-butene chemistry produces $\sim$0.8 ppb CH$_3$CHO/ppb VOC whereas limonene forms only $\sim$40 ppt CH$_3$CHO/ppb VOC. In addition, whilst adding \textit{trans}-2-butene leads to an additional OH concentration of $1.5 \times 10^6$ molecule per cm$^3$/ppb VOC the addition of limonene leads to a loss of OH relative to the run with no VOCs added of $1.5 \times 10^5$ molecule per cm$^3$/ppb VOC. There are clearly very different impacts on the chemistry and

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=\textwidth]{fig5.png}
\caption{The product of the SPCP and the mixing ratio for each VOC, for species with a SPCP greater than zero. The species are ranked in order from highest to lowest. The mixing ratios are ‘typical’ values taken from the literature as described in the ESI.\textsuperscript{†}}
\end{figure}
consequently the potential to form harmful products. This is because as well as the differing reaction rates discussed earlier, the reaction between trans-2-butene and O₃ makes CH₃CHO directly. The additional sunlight therefore enhances ozone mixing ratios and consequently CH₃CHO formation through this reaction very efficiently.

Halving the mixing ratios of outdoor ozone and nitrogen oxides leads to most of the SPCPs decreasing. Under these conditions, indoor ozone is 4.3 ppb whilst indoor NO and NO₂ mixing ratios are 1.3 and 4.1 ppb respectively. The OH concentration is much lower than for the baseline scenario at 1.1 x 10⁵ molecule per cm³. The lower O₃ mixing ratios clearly limit the chemical processing indoors and the ability of the VOCs to form secondary pollutants. When outdoor NO mixing ratios are doubled, the SPCPs are typically slightly lower than for the base case, although that for limonene increases slightly. The altered NO : NO₂ ratio means that adding limonene leads to the production of more O₃ indoors relative to adding it in the standard run, which increases its SPCP under these conditions.

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>VOC</th>
<th>Standard</th>
<th>Low AER</th>
<th>High AER</th>
<th>High hv</th>
<th>Low hv</th>
<th>Clean</th>
<th>High NO</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>trans-2-Butene</td>
<td>0.609</td>
<td>0.354</td>
<td>0.650</td>
<td>1.414</td>
<td>0.507</td>
<td>0.350</td>
<td>0.581</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>cis-2-Butene</td>
<td>0.457</td>
<td>0.294</td>
<td>0.477</td>
<td>1.044</td>
<td>0.381</td>
<td>0.274</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Limonene</td>
<td>0.270</td>
<td>0.099</td>
<td>0.384</td>
<td>0.680</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.128</td>
<td>0.285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,3-Trimethylbenzene</td>
<td>0.199</td>
<td>0.170</td>
<td>0.197</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.148</td>
<td>0.162</td>
<td>0.234</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>α-Pinene</td>
<td>0.151</td>
<td>0.073</td>
<td>0.188</td>
<td>0.325</td>
<td>0.129</td>
<td>0.083</td>
<td>0.139</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1,2,4-Trimethylbenzene</td>
<td>0.118</td>
<td>0.105</td>
<td>0.124</td>
<td>0.473</td>
<td>0.091</td>
<td>0.096</td>
<td>0.125</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>m-Xylene</td>
<td>0.090</td>
<td>0.082</td>
<td>0.100</td>
<td>0.257</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.075</td>
<td>0.085</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ethylbenzene</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.080</td>
<td>0.093</td>
<td>0.190</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.077</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methylypropene</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.072</td>
<td>0.222</td>
<td>0.055</td>
<td>0.046</td>
<td>0.063</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Isoprene</td>
<td>0.071</td>
<td>0.037</td>
<td>0.084</td>
<td>0.281</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.039</td>
<td>0.068</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MBO</td>
<td>0.050</td>
<td>0.036</td>
<td>0.052</td>
<td>0.309</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.032</td>
<td>0.049</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MACR</td>
<td>0.013</td>
<td>0.017</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.109</td>
<td>0.006</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-Butoxyether</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.011</td>
<td>0.045</td>
<td>0.007</td>
<td>0.028</td>
<td>0.0103</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benzaldehyde</td>
<td>−0.011</td>
<td>−0.016</td>
<td>−0.006</td>
<td>−0.032</td>
<td>−0.009</td>
<td>−0.013</td>
<td>−0.0096</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₃/ppb</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>9.9</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>5.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO/ ppb</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>7.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NO₂/ ppb</td>
<td>8.4</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>7.7</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>11.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH/10⁵ molecule per cm³</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>12.8</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>3.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
For two of the species, limonene and trans-2-butene, a higher mixing ratio run was carried out where the VOC mixing ratio was set to 100 ppb. For these runs, the SPCP was 0.18 and 0.04 ppb SP/ppb VOC for trans-2-butene and limonene respectively. Under these conditions, the VOC mixing ratios are so high that the OH is removed from the system almost entirely and the chemistry is suppressed. Interestingly, this may imply that higher mixing ratios of VOCs are potentially less harmful than lower ones in terms of the secondary pollutants produced, assuming they do not have a direct effect (such as HCHO).

Finally, a run was carried out where 5 ppb each of limonene (SPCP = 0.270 ppb SP/ppb VOC) and trans-2-butene (SPCP = 0.609 ppb SP/ppb VOC) were added to the system to see if there were any additive effects in the chemistry. The resulting SPCP was 0.383 ppb SP/ppb VOC, in between the two single VOC values. If the SPCPs were simply the average value of the two individual VOCs it would be 0.440 ppb SP/ppb VOC. The fact that the resulting SPCP is closer to the individual value of limonene is interesting and shows that there must be some compensation effects with the chemistry. Future work will focus in more detail on mixtures of VOCs and how these might affect ongoing chemistry.

Conclusions

This work proposes a robust methodology to quantify the relative impact of individual VOCs on indoor air chemistry and provide guidance as to when we might expect potentially harmful products to be formed. It is not intended to be an exhaustive measure of the potentially harmful species that can be formed under various indoor conditions. However, it can be used to identify the conditions when we might expect the formation of potentially harmful compounds to be enhanced following the use of individual VOCs, given the SPCP calculation considers a range of different chemical species that are formed through different chemical pathways following emissions. Coupled with measured concentrations for a specific indoor environment, it can provide guidance over prioritisation for removing VOCs most harmful to health. Further, as more detailed information relating to toxicity becomes available, the SPCP can be fine-tuned to apply extra weighting to the more harmful products, or to add new products into the calculation.

The calculated SPCPs vary with the indoor conditions, including ventilation rates, the amount of light transmitted indoors through windows and the outdoor concentrations of ozone and nitrogen oxides. In particular, increasing the amount of light that is transmitted indoors from outdoors can enhance the production of potentially harmful species quite appreciably. Two buildings with different glass in their windows, or differing orientation of windows (and hence different transmission rates) could have quite different indoor concentrations even with the same indoor emissions. Further, the chemical composition of a parcel of air indoors may vary considerably depending on its location in a room and highlights the need for experimental studies indoors that aim to map concentrations across the entire space, rather than just in one location.

The SPCP metric provides a scientifically robust method for identifying VOCs that form potentially harmful products indoors through their reactive chemistry for the first time. It will permit manufacturers of products used indoors to consider exclusion of the VOCs that have the potential to form harmful products following their use. Future research will focus on further investigation of the modifying or enhancing effects of different mixtures of VOCs on the indoor air quality.
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